CABMATE MODEL
WWG112-A
2961-0000 AFTERMARKET

FITS: Fits most White GMC WG conventional tractors with 112” cabs. It replaces the original rear cab mounts, WhiteGMC part nos.: 66015-3204, 66002-3204 and 66001-3203 or 66024-3209, 66002-3202 and 66015-3202. It may fit WCM and WCL series tractors, check part numbers to verify.

Wt: 55 lbs. Wt. Added: 15 lbs. Installation Time: 3-4 hours

NOTES:

*NOTE: PRIOR TO SERIAL NO. 9303-9009 UNIT BOTTOM PART NO. IS 2961-2000, MOUNT BRACKET DRIVER PART NO. IS 2961-3000 AND MOUNT BRACKET PASSENGER PART NO. IS 2961-4000.